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Abstract: - We consider a problem of detecting a random spatially distributed signal source by an array of sensors based on the generalized approach to signal processing (GASP) in noise. We derive some generalized receiver (GR) structures under several assumptions on the available statistics. The GR performance is evaluated and
the effect of source angular spread is investigated. We notice the degrees of freedom of detection statistics distributions depend on both the signal angular spread and the number of data snapshots. At the high signal-to-noise ratio and with small degrees of freedom, increasing in angular spread improves the detection performance.
With large degrees of freedom the increasing in angular spread reduces the detection performance. A comparison between GR and conventional beamformer is carried out by computer simulations. The results indicate a
superiority of GR implementation as the angular spread becomes large over the conventional beamformer detector.
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smitter motion. If the source moves significantly during the observation interval or coherent integration
time, it will appear to be distributed rather that discrete.
Angular spread has a significant impact on any
array processing algorithms [6],i.e. the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gain of the array is reduced as the
angular spread is increased [7], causing possible performance degradation. In passive array signal processing area, the problems under study concern the
extraction of information from measurements using
an array of radar sensors. Given the observations of
the radar sensor outputs, the objective is to estimate
the unknown parameters associated with the waveforms or target return signals corrupted by the noise.
We start with a simple and computationally efficient detection scheme. If the “noise only” hypothesis is rejected, other algorithms are used to estimate
the number of the spatially distributed sources and
their unknown parameters, such as radar range and
bearing. Prior work on distributed sources focuses
primarily on source localization and DOA estimation [8]–[11]. Estimation of the number of spatially
distributed sources has also been studied in [8].
Subspace detectors have been studied in [12],
[13] for the cases where the spatially distributed signal lies in a deterministic subspace. The case of detecting the Gaussian signals with a low-rank covari-

1 Introduction
In the majority of cases, a large class of modern array processing techniques has been designed for point sources, i.e. spatially discrete sources of electromagnetic energy. In many applications, the transmitter is best modelled as a distributed, rather than a
point source. The distributed sources appear to have
certain angular spread with a mean direction of arrival (DOA). The point source model is only an approximation of the practical situation when there is a
large distance between the source and the receiver
array.
The principal mechanism to make the source appear to be distributed in a space is diffuse (irresolvable) and specular (resolvable) multipath caused by
scattering of the propagation waves. For example,
experimental results obtained in urban wireless communications reported significant angular scattering
distributions due to local scattering and reflection
from mobile stations [1]–[3] and base stations[4],
[5]. The characterization of the power azimuth spectrum shows that angular spreads as large as 25 have been observed. The amount of angular spread is
highly dependent on the scattering around the mobile, the height of the base station, and the distance
between the base station and the mobile station.Secondary, but equally important, mechanism is tran-
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ance matrix and matched subspace detectors have
been developed based on the generalized likelihood
ratio test (GLRT). In both cases, the subspace in
which the signals lie is assumed to be known. In
other words, the dimension and rank of the signal
subspace are assumed to be known a priori. This assumption does not hold in practical situations. The
rank, orientation, and strength of the signal subspace
vary along with the signal angular spread, DOA, and
the energy distribution function. In this case, the unknown parameters may be estimated based on the
maximum likelihood principle.
In the present paper, we develop the generalized
receiver (GR) constructed based on the generalized
approach to signal processing (GASP) in noise [14]
–[19] for spatially distributed signal sources and study the GR performance depending on the angular
spread. The idea to employ the generalized receiver
(GR) for the radar sensor array has been triggered
by the purpose to improve the detection performance of radar sensor systems at the low SNR. The GR
can be described as a combination of the optimal detector in the Neyman-Pearson (NP) criterion sense
and energy detector (ED) [14]–[16]. The main function of GR ED is to detect a signal and the main function of the GR NP is to confirm a detection of the
searched signal and to define the detected signal parameters as discussed in detail in [16, Chapter 7, pp.
685–692].
A great difference between the GR ED and conventional ED is a presence of additional linear system, for example, the bandpass filter, at the GR input. This bandpass filter can be considered as the source of additional (reference) noise which does not
contain the target return signal from spatially distributed signal source. The GR allows us to formulate
a decision statistics about the target return signal
presence or absence based on definition of the jointly sufficient statistics of the mean and variance of
the likelihood function [16, Chapter 3] while the optimal detectors of classical and modern detection
theories make a decision about the target return signal presence or absence based on definition of the
mean of the likelihood function, only, and the conventional ED employed by radar sensor array system defines a decision statistics with respect to the
target return signal presence or absence based on
determination of the variance of the likelihood function only. Thus, an implementation of GR in radar
sensor array systems allows us to extract more information from the likelihood function and make a more accurate decision about the target return signal
presence or absence in comparison, for example,
with the matched filter (MF) or ED.
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Theoretically, the GR can be applied to detect
any target return signal, i.e. the signal with known
or unknown, deterministic or random parameters.
The GR implementation in radar and wireless communication is discussed in [19] and [20]–[25] and
[19], respectively. The signal detection performance
improvement using GR in radar sensor system is investigated in [26]–[31]. The first attempt to investigate the GR employment in cognitive radio systems
(CR) has been discussed in [32].
In the present paper, we first look at the case of
known parameters. In this case, the GR can be approximated as a subspace beamformer. The detection
performance depends on the detection statistic distribution and the radar sensor SNR at the GR output.
The degrees of freedom (DOF) of the detection statistics are determined by the angular spread and the
number of data snapshots. If we fix the number of
data snapshots, we show that increasing in angular
spread reduces the mean of the detection statistics
that degrades the detection performance, and at the
same time reduces its variance improving the detection performance.
Within a certain range of DOF, the detection performance is improved with increasing in the angular
spread, up to a point, and then is degraded slowly.
We consider the case when the various parameters,
such as the signal direction, angular spread, power,
and noise power are unknown. We derive the GLRT
GR and evaluate its performance by computer simulation. We demonstrate that the GLRT GR has a significant performance advantage compared with conventional beamformers of modern detection theory
as the angular spread becomes large.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a brief description of the
general GR flowchart and the main functioning principles and decision statistics obtained at the GR
output. The main statements of signal model, the
brief description of signal subspace, and detection
problem are delivered in Section III. Several types
of the GR beamformers with various set of unknown
parameters are discussed in Section IV. Section V
introduces the performance analysis when the parameters are known. Numerical results obtained under
simulation are presented and discussed in Section
VI. Finally, the conclusion remarks are made in Section VII.

2 Conventional GR
As we mentioned before, the GR is constructed in
accordance with GASP in noise [14]–[16]. The
GASP introduces an additional noise source that does not carry any information about the incoming tar-
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get return signal with the purpose to improve the signal processing system performance. This additional
noise can be considered as the reference noise without any information about the signal to be detected.
The jointly sufficient statistics of the mean and variance of the likelihood function is obtained under
GASP employment, while the classical and modern
signal processing theories can deliver only a sufficient statistics of the mean or variance of the likelihood function. Thus, GASP implementation allows us
to obtain more information about the target return
signal incoming at the GR input. Owing to this fact,

the detectors constructed on the GASP technology
are able to improve the signal detection performance
in comparison with other conventional detectors.
The GR consists of three channels (see Fig. 1):
the GR correlation detector channel (GR CD) – the
preliminary filter (PF), the multipliers 1 and 2, the
model signal generator (MSG); the GD autocorrelation channel (GR ED) – the PF, the additional filter
(AF), the multipliers 3 and 4, the summator 1; and
the GR compensation channel (GR CC) – the summators 2 and 3, the accumulator 1. The threshold
apparatus (THRA) device defines the GR threshold.

Figure 1. GD structure.

As we can see from Fig. 1, there are two bandpass filters, i.e. the linear systems, at the GR input,
namely, the PF and AF. We assume for simplicity
that these two filters or linear systems have the same
amplitude-frequency characteristics or impulse responses. The AF central frequency is detuned relative
to the PF central frequency. There is a need to note
the PF bandwidth is matched with the bandwidth of
the radio channel or target return signal bandwidth.
If the detuning value between the PF and AF central frequencies is more than 4 or 5 times the target
return signal bandwidth to be detected, i.e. 4 ~ 5  f s ,
where  f s is the target return signal bandwidth, we
can believe that the processes at the PF and AF outputs are uncorrelated because the coefficient of correlation between them is negligible (not more than
0.05). This fact was confirmed experimentally in
[33] and [34]. Thus, the target return signal plus noise can be appeared at the GR PF output and the noise only is appeared at the GR AF output.
The stochastic processes at the AF and PF outputs
present the input stochastic samples from two independent frequency-time regions. If the discrete-time
noise wi [k ] at the PF and AF inputs is Gaussian, the
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discrete-time noise i [k ] at the PF output is Gaussian and the reference discrete-time noise i [k ] at the
AF output is Gaussian, too, owing to the fact that
the PF and AF are the linear systems and we believe
that these linear systems do not change the statistical
parameters of the input process. Thus, the AF can be
considered as a generator of the reference noise with
a priori information a “no” target return signal (the
reference noise sample) [17, Chapter 5]. The noise
at the PF and AF outputs can be presented in the following form:



[
k
]

 g PF [m]wi [k  m] ;
 i
m 


i [k ]   g AF [m]wi [k  m] ,

m 

(1)

where g PF [m] and g AF [m] are the impulse responses
of the PF and AF, respectively.
In a general, under practical implementation of
any detector in radar system with sensor array, the
bandwidth of the spectrum to be sensed is defined.
Thus, the AF bandwidth and central frequency can
be assigned, too (the AF bandwidth is can not be us-
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ed by the target return signal because it is out of its
spectrum). The case when there are interfering signals within the AF bandwidth, the action of this interference on the GR detection performance, and the
case of non-ideal condition when the noise at the PF
and AF outputs is not the same by statistical parameters are discussed in [28].
Under the hypothesis H1 (“a yes” target return signal), the GR CD generates the signal component
sims [ k ]si [k ] caused by interaction between the model

main GR functioning condition sims [k ]  si [k ] we obtain only the background noise i2 [ k ]   i2 [k ] at the
GR output.
Under practical implementation, the real structure of GR depends on specificity of signal processing
systems and their applications, for example, the radar sensors systems, adaptive communications systems, cognitive radio systems, satellite communication systems, mobile communication systems and so
on. In the present paper, the GR circuitry (Fig. 1) is
demonstrated with the purpose to explain the main
operational principles. Because of this, the GR flowchart presented in the paper should be considered
under this viewpoint. Satisfying the GR main functioning condition sim [k ]  si [k ] , the ideal case, for radar sensor applications we are able to detect the target return signal with high probability of detection
and define accurately its parameters.
In the present paper, we discuss the GR implementation in radar sensor array systems. Since the
presented GR test statistics is defined by the signal
energy and noise power, see Eq.(3), the equality between the model signal sim [k ] and the target return signal to be detected si [k ] , in particular by amplitude,
is required that leads us to high circuitry complexity
in practice. For example, there is a need to employ
the amplitude tracking system or off-line data sample processing. Detailed discussion about the main
GR functioning principles if there is no a priori information about the target return signal and there is
uncertainty with respect to the target return signal
parameters, i.e., the target return signal parameters
are random, can be found in [14] and [16, Chapter 6,
pp.611–621 and Chapter 7, pp. 631–695].
The complete matching between the model signal s ims [k ] and the incoming target return signal si [k ]
for example, by amplitude is a very hard problem in
practice because the incoming target return signal
si [k ] depends on both the fading and the transmitted
signal and it is impractical to estimate the fading gain at the low SNR. This matching is possible in the
ideal case only. The GD detection performance will
be deteriorated under mismatching in parameters between the model signal s ims [k ] and the incoming target return signal si [k ] and the impact of this problem
is discussed in [35], where a complete analysis about the violation of the main GR functioning requirements is presented. The GR decision statistics requires an estimation of the noise variance  2 using the

signal sims [k ] ,the MSG output, and the incoming target return signal si [k ] , and the noise component
sims [k ] i [k ] caused by interaction between the model

signal sims [k ] and the noise  i [k ] at the PF output. GR
ED generates the signal energy si2 [ k ] and the random
component si [ k ] i [ k ] caused by interaction between
the target return signal si [k ] and the noise  i [k ] at the
PF output. The main purpose of the GR CC is to cancel completely in the statistical sense the GR CD
noise component sims [k ] i [k ] and the GR ED random
component si [ k ] i [ k ] based on the same nature of the
noise  i [k ] .The relation between the target return signal to be detected si [k ] and the model signal sims [k ]
is defined as:
sims[k]   si [k] ,

(2)

where  is the coefficient of proportionality.
The main functioning condition under the GR
employment in any signal processing system including the radar sensor one is the equality between parameters of the model signal sims [k ] and the incoming
target return signal si [k ] , for example, by amplitude.
Under this condition it is possible to cancel completely in the statistical sense the noise component
sims [k ] i [k ] of the GR CD and the random component si [ k ] i [ k ] of the GR ED. Satisfying the GR main
functioning condition given by (2), sims [k ]  si [ k ] ,
  1 ,we are able to detect the target return signal
with the high probability of detection at the low
SNR and define the target return signal parameters
with high accuracy. Practical realization of this condition requires increasing in the complexity of GR
structure and, consequently, leads us to increasing in
computation cost. For example, there is a need to
employ the amplitude tracking system or to use the
off-line data samples processing. Under the hypothesis H0 (“a no” target return signal), satisfying the
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Under the hypothesis H1 ,the signal at the PF output, see Fig. 1, can be defined as

to the average target return signal energy, and the

xi [k ]  si [k ]  i [k ] ,

(3)

term k 0 i1i2[k ] k 0 i 1i2[k ] is the backgr-

(4)

ound noise at the GR output. The GR output background noise is a difference between the noise power
at the PF and AF outputs. Practical implementation
of the GR decision statistics requires an estimation
of the noise variance  2 using the reference noise

N 1

N 1

where  i [k ] is the noise at the PF output and
si [ k ]  hi [ k ]s[ k ] ,

where hi [k ] are the channel coefficients. Under the
hypothesis H0 and for all i and k, the process xi [k ] 
 i [k ] at the PF output is subjected to the complex
Gaussian distribution and can be considered as the
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) process.
In ideal case, we can think that the signal at the
AF output is the reference noise i [k ] with the same
statistical parameters as the noise i [k ] . In practice,
there is a difference between the statistical parameters of the noise i [k ] and i [k ] . How this difference
impacts on the GR detection performance is discussed in detail in [16, Chapter 7, pp. 631-695].
The decision statistics at the GR output presented in [14] and [16, Chapter 3] is extended for the case of antenna array when an adoption of multiple
antennas and antenna arrays is effective to mitigate
the negative attenuation and fading effects. The GR
decision statistics can be presented in the following
form:

3.1 Signal model
Assume that we have an array with P sensors with
an array response vector a( ) , where  denotes the
azimuth. The array and all the sources are in the same plane. We assume a narrowband model for all
signals and all the signals are defined within the limits of baseband. The signal received by the radar
sensor array from a single source is modelled as

X k  S k  ξ k , k  1,  , N

the array output at sample reading k; S k is the signal
received at the radar sensor array elements assumed
to be complex Gaussian with zero mean and covariance ES R S , where E S is the total signal energy and
R S is defined below in (10); ξ k is the complex Gaussian noise with zero mean and covariance R  . The

H1

k  0 i 1

k  0 i 1

 THR
GR

H

,

(5)

signal and noise are uncorrelated from sample to sample.
The correlation matrix of observation vector X k is
given by
R1  E{X k , X kH }  ES R S ( ,  )  R  ,
(9)

0

where

X  x(0),..., x( N  1)

(6)

is the vector of the random process at the PF output
and THRGR is the GR detection threshold.
Under the hypotheses H1 andH 0 and when the amplitude of the incoming target return signal is equal
to the amplitude of the model signal, sims [ k ]  si [ k ]
the GR decision statistics TGD (X) takes the following
form, respectively:
N 1 M

H
:
T
(
X
)

 si2 [k ]
 1 GD
k 0 i 1

N 1 M
N 1 M

   i2 [k ]    i2 [k ] ,

k 0 i1
k 0 i1

N 1 M
N 1 M

 H0 : TGD ( X)    i2 [ k ]    i2 [ k ] .
k  0 i 1
k  0 i 1
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(8)

where N is the sample size and X k  [ xk1 ,, xkP ] is

k 0 i 1

   xi2 [ k ]    i2 [k ]

M

3 Problem Statement

N 1 M

N 1 M

N 1

M

i [k ] at the AF output.

TGR ( X)   2 xi [ k ]sims [ k ]
N 1 M

M

In (7) the term  k  0  i1 si2 [k ]  E s corresponds

where () H denotes the complex conjugate transpose and the signal covariance matrix is given by


R S ( ,  )   E ( ; ,  )a( )a H ( ) d ,

(10)



where  is the source azimuth angle and  is the source angular spread with 0    2 ; a( ) is the array manifold at the angle  ; R S ( ,  ) is the normalized so that
Tr[ R S ( ,  )]  P ;
(11)

(7)

Tr[] denotes the trace of a matrix, E ( ; ,  ) is the
spatial energy distribution of source at the azimuth
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 . More specifically, we may assume that
E ( ; ,  )  E (   ,  )

where 0    1 is close to unity, for example,  
0.95 . Thus,
(19)
R S ( ,  )  Vr Λ r VrH .

(12)

with


 E ( ; ,  )d  1 .

The range space of Vr is called the signal subspace and its orthogonal complement, called the noise
subspace, is spanned by V .The effective rank of su-

(13)

The shape of the energy distribution function depends on the angular spread parameter  . If   0 ,
E ( ; ,  ) is the unit pulse. As  is increased, the energy distribution function becomes wider.
For simplicity, we consider the uniformly distributed source model, i.e.

bspace is the number of dominant eigenvalues. The
case where   0 corresponds to the point source
where the rank r  1 , and the signal covariance becomes
R S ( ,0)  a( )a H ( ) .
(20)

 1
,   [  0.5 ,   0.5 ]

(14)
E ( ;  ,  )   
 0 , otherwise .


3.3 Detection problem
The detection problem of a random Gaussian signal
in the presence of noise and interference can be presented in the following form:

One can also consider a Gaussian type distribution
such that

k  1,  , N
 ξ k  H0 ,
Xk  
 S k  ξ k  H1 , k  1,  , N .


 (θ  φ) 2 
1
exp 

 ,
2
2β2 
 2


E ( ;  ,  )  
  [  0.5 ,   0.5 ] (15)
 0 , otherwise .




Covariance matrix of array output under the hypotheses H0 andH1 is R 0  R  and R1 given by (9)–(14)
respectively.
Let us assume the interference has characteristics
similar to that of the noise and can be absorbed into
the noise vector ξ k . We assume that the noise at the

3.2 Signal subspace

GR PF output can be presented as R    2 I , where

By performing an eigen-decomposition of the matrix R S ( ,  ) , we get
R S ( ,  )  V Λ V

H

 2 is the noise variance and the noise power under
the hypotheses H0 andH1 is not differed. If the noise

0  VrH 
 ,

Λ n  VnH 

Λ
 ( Vr Vn ) r
 0

is spatially coloured or R    2 R  where R  is the
known positive definite Hermitian matrix, the detec0.5
tion is preceded by a prewhitening filter R 
.

(16)
where
 V  (Vr Vn ) ,

 Λ  diag ( Λ r , Λ n ) ,
 Λ  diag ( ,  ,  ) .
1
r
 r

We have the binary hypotheses with X k being a
whitened data vector. We assume that the noise vectors {ξ1 ,  , ξ N } are i.i.d. By grouping all the N snapshots of observation vectors into an observation matrix
X  [ x1 ,, x N ] ,
(22)
we have
(23)
X  S Ξ,

(17)

Here, Λ r consists of the 1  r  P largest eigenvalues
of R S ( ,  ) in descending order and Vr  ( v1 ,  ,
 , v r ) contains the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors. If R S ( ,  ) is the low-rank matrix with
rank r, then
R S ( ,  ) 

Vr Λ r VrH

.

where the signal matrix

(18)

S  [s1 ,, s N ]

(24)

Ξ  [ξ1 ,  , ξ N ] .

(25)

and the noise matrix

More generally, we will assume that R S ( ,  ) can
be approximated by a rank r matrix. The number of
dominant eigenvalues may be defined as the minimum number of eigenvalues whose sum exceeded P ,
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f ( X;H0 )  [ P | R 0 | ] N exp{ N  Tr[R 01Q]}
(28)
and

(26)

If all parameters are known, this is a standard detection problem whose optimal solution is the GR likelihood ratio [14]–[16]. If the parameters are unknown, we use the GLRT GR involving the replacement of unknown parameters by their maximum likelihood estimates under each hypothesis.
Some specific versions of GR can be constructed
depending on what parameters are known or unknown. We consider the GLRT GR in which the conventional beamformers are the counterparts with the
same set of unknown parameters so that a fair comparison between the GLRT GR and conventional
beamformer can be made.
We consider the following types:







f ( X;H1 )  [ P | R1 | ] N  exp{ N  Tr[ R11Q]} .
(29)
Here,
1 N
1
Q   [ XHk 1 ][ XHk 1 ] H  [ XH1 ][ XH1 ] H (30)
N k 1
N
and
1 N
1
Q   [ XHk 0 ][ XHk 0 ] H  [ XH0 ][ XH0 ]H (31)
N k 1
N

are the sample covariance matrices under the hypotheses H1 andH0 ,respectively. We emphasize that we
do not impose the constraint that N  P , i.e. detection can be carried out based on a single measurement
( N  1) or multiple measurements ( N  1) .
Based on the Neyman-Pearson theorem, when all
the parameters are known, the GR test is the logarithm of the likelihood function ratio under the hypotheses H1 andH0 , i.e.

the GR beamformer type 1 – all the signal
parameters are known and this GR is used
as a reference;
the GLRT GR beamformer type 2 – the parameters  ,  are unknown;
the GLRT GR beamformer type 3 – the parameters ES ,  n2 ,  ,  are unknown;
the GR beamformer type 4 – the parameter
 is unknown;
the GR beamformer type 5 – the parameters
 , E S , σ n2 are unknown.



L ( X)  Tr 2S H [R 0 1  R11 ]XH1
 [XH1 ][ R 01  R11 ][XH1 ]H

 [R 01  R11 ]Q  N ln ||RR10||

We carry out a comparative analysis between the
detectors of types 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 with the corresponding conventional beamformer. The conventional
beamformer is designed assuming the point sources
(zero angular spread, i.e.   0 ).

(32)

Next, we consider the case where some parameters are unknown. The unknown parameters under
the hypotheses H0 andH1 are denoted by p0 and p1 ,
respectively. In this case, the detection statistic is given by the GLRT [36]

4 GR: Specific Modifications

l ( X, pˆ 0 , pˆ 1 ) 

According to the generalized approach to signal processing in noise [14]–[16], the detection problem for
the GR can be presented in the following form:
k  1,  , N
 ξ k  H0 ,
Xk  
 S k  ξ k  H1 , k  1,  , N ,

.

max p f ( X,H1 )

(33)

1

max p f ( X,H0 )
0

or its logarithm



L ( X, pˆ 0 , pˆ 1 )  Tr 2S H [ R 01 ( pˆ 0 )  R11 ( pˆ 1 )]XH1

(27)

 [ XH1 ][R 0 1 ( pˆ 0 )  R 11 ( pˆ 1 )][XH1 ] H
ˆ



 [R 01 ( pˆ 0 )  R11 ( pˆ 1 )]Q  N ln ||RR01 (( ppˆ10))|| ,

where the elements of the vectors ξ k and ηk , the reference noise at the GR AF output (see Fig. 1), are
given by (1).
Assume, the target return signals under the hypotheses H0 andH1 are the complex Gaussian with zero
mean and covariance R 0 and R1 , respectively, and
the probability density functions (pdfs) for the N observations are given by

where p̂0 and p̂1 are the parameters maximizing the
likelihood function under the hypotheses H0 andH1 ,
respectively.

4.1 Subspace GD beamformer – known
parameters
Ignoring the constant term N ln ||RR10|| in (32), we can
write
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L ( X, p)



4.2 GLRT GR – unknown parameter
p  { ,  , ES ,  n2 }



 Tr 2S H BB H XH1  [ XH1 ]BB H [ XH1 ]H  BB H Q ,
(35)
where
BB H  R 01 ( p)  R11 ( p)
(36)

4.2.1 The parameter p  { ,  }
In this case, the unknown parameter p  { ,  } needs
to be estimated. Note that the likelihood function of
the GR background noise under the hypothesis H0 is
independent of the signal S and its parameters p, and
thus, it needs to be estimated only under the hypothesis H1 . The detection statistics are constructed as
follows by maximizing argument p:

and p is defined in (26). The above decomposition
of BB H is possible because R 0 1  R11 is a non-negative definite matrix. In general, B is a P  r matrix,
where 1  r  P . The rank of B depends on rank of
the signal covariance matrix R S .
Utilizing (14) and (19), we obtain
R1  ES Vr Λ r VrH  R 0 .

L ( X, pˆ 1 )  Tr 2S H [ R 01  R11 ( pˆ1 )]XH1

(37)

 [ XH1 ][ R 01  R11 ( pˆ 1 )][ XH1 ]H

Employing the matrix inversion lemma, we obtain
R11



R 01



R 0 1Vr

[ ES Λ r 



VrH R 01Vr 1 VrH R 01 .

]

BB H  R 01Vr [ ES Λ r  VrH R 01Vr ]1 VrH R 01 (39)

 [b1 ,  , b r ] .

(40)

If the signal subspace is indeed low rank with
rank r, the approximation sign is replaced by an equality sign. This leads to an interpretation of the GR
as a bank of beamformers. We emphasize, this subspace beamformer is an approximation to the true
GR.
In our case, the noise covariance matrix R  

 2 I that leads us to a simpler form
Vr

B
4

4
n

VrH Vr
4 n4



.

(41)

 ES Λ

We denote Z as an output matrix of beamformers
Z  B H X  [z1 ,  , z N ] ,

(42)

4.2.2 The parameter p  { ,  , E S ,  n2 }
In this case, all the parameters are unknown. The
maximum likelihood estimation procedure requires
a nonlinear optimization. The GR searches the global maximum of likelihood function over the unknown parametric sets. The maximization can be carried out as follows:

where z k  B H x k .We will refer to this as a subspace
beamformer to distinguish it from the conventional
beamformer, where b is a P  1 vector. The GR output statistics is given by
L ( X, p)  Tr{2ZS H  YY H  Q}
N

  || 2z k s kH  z k z kH  [xHk 0 ][ xHk 0 ] H ||2 .

(45)

max

 ( 0.5 ,0.5 ),  ( 0,  0 )

The estimation is done by a numerical maximization over the range       or  0.5    0.5
(for a linear array), and 0     0 ,  0 is the predetermined angular spread range.
The maximization is carried out by the following
steps:
 Step1: We divide a two-dimensional search
range { ,  } into small grids. The size of the
grid { ,  } is a fraction of an array beam
width.We choose   1MB and    2 
MB where 0  1,  2  1 . We find that 1 ,
 2  0.5 produce quite reliable results.
 Step 2: For every pair {i ,  i } , R S (i ,  i ) is
constructed based on (15).
 Step 3: The GR output statistic L [ X; (i ,
 i )] is evaluated.
 Step 4: This process is repeated, and the largest value of L [ X; (i ,  i )] is selected.

and then, the subspace matrix is a P  r matrix

E S Λ  V H R 01V

L ( X, p1 ) .

pˆ1  arg

Hence, we can rewrite (36) as follows:

R 01V

(44)

where

(38)

B

 [ R 01  R11 ( pˆ 1 )]QN ln |R|1R( 0pˆ|1 )| ,

l (X, Eˆ S ˆ n2 , ˆ S2 , ˆ n2 , pˆ 1 )
 max l ( X, Eˆ S ˆ n2 , ˆ S2 , ˆ n2 , pˆ 1 )

(43)

k 1

p1
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( 0, 0 )
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urces. If the source is distributed, only a fraction of
the energy is captured by the beamformer. Degradation in performance will occur.
For a linear array, the beamformer searches over
 0.5    0.5 . The GR output statistics takes
the following form
L ( X)

(46)

We first maximize the likelihood function over
( ES  n2 ,  n2 ) , assuming that p1  { ,  } is known.
We maximize the result over { ,  } . The derivation
of the maximum likelihood estimators of ( E S ,  n2 ) is
provided at the fixed p1 .
The GLRT GR likelihood function takes the following form:
l (X, Eˆ Sˆ n2 , ˆ S2 , ˆ n2 , p1 ) 

|

Eˆ S ˆ n2



|| 2S H BB H (ˆ) XH1  XH1 BB H [XH1 ]H  BB H Q ||2 ,
(48)
where
(49)
ˆ  arg max || B H (ˆ) X ||2

1
R S ( p1 )  I |N

Tr[Q]Tr[( Eˆ S ˆ n2 R S ( p1 )  I)] 


Q



 0.5  0.5

and a( ) is the steering vector pointing to direction
 . The implementation of this GR beamformer is
quite straightforward. The GR beamformer B is a
normalized steering vector. The maximal value of
GR beamformer output statistic is chosen by sweeping the GR beamformer from  0.5 to 0.5 .

PN

.

(45)

Taking the logarithm, we obtain the following
statistics at the GR output
L (X, Eˆ S ˆ n2 , ˆ S2 , ˆ n2 , p1 )

4.3.2 The parameter p  { , ES ,  n2 }
GR beamformer searches the maximum energy output over the range from  0.5 to 0.5 . The signal
energy is divided by an estimate of the GR background noise variance that is calculated by projecting
GR array output on the subspace orthogonal to the
rank 1 steering vector. To exclude the signal power
that “leaks” through the beams adjacent to the main
beam, we estimate the GR background noise power
from beams that are further away from the main beam.
We can choose to exclude the  0 / MB beams adjacent to the main beam, where  0 is a predetermined angular spread range. This seemingly ad hoc approach is the modified maximum likelihood estimate of the GR background noise variance. It is well
known that the GR background noise variance estimate is given by [17], [19]

 Tr[Q]Tr[( Eˆ S ˆ n2 R S ( pˆ1 )  I )] 
 PN ln 

Q



 N ln | Eˆ S ˆ n2 R S ( pˆ 1 )  I | ,
pˆ 1  arg

max

 0.5  0.5 ,0    0

(46)

L ( X, Eˆ S ˆ n2 , ˆ S2 , ˆ n2 , p1 ) .

(47)
In summary, the maximization is carried out as
follows.
 Step 1: Follow Steps 1 and 2 in Subsection
4.2.1.
 Step 2: For each pair of {i ,  i } , a one-dimensional search over  is carried out to select



the maximal value of L (X, {i ,  i }ES  n2 ) .
The search can be implemented through a
binary search or an exhaustive search and
p0 is a predetermined search range.
Step 3: This process is repeated for all the
values of {i ,  i } , and the largest value of

 g2  || PA Q ||2 ( P  rA ) 1 ,

where PA is the projection on the signal subspace A
and rA is the signal subspace rank.
The accuracy of the GR background noise estimate will degrade when a smaller subspace is used
due to a leakage of the signal power onto the noise
subspace. We construct a subspace C  A so that the
signal power is excluded from the estimation i.e. the
subspace

L (X,{i ,  i }ES  n2 ) is selected.

4.3 GR beamformer– unknown parameter
p  { , E S ,  n2}
4.3.1 The parameter p  {}
GR beamformer searches for the maximum energy
by sweeping over all possible directions. This is the
optimal solution (maximum likelihood) for point so-
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(50)

C( ,  0 )  {a(  0.5 0 ),  , a(  0.5 0 )} (51)
is generated.The power projected onto the null space
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gain is given by

of C( ,  0 ) is considered to be the GR background
noise power, i.e.

ˆ g2 ( ,  0 )  Tr{PB( , 0 ) Q}( P  rB ) 1 ;

(52)

PB( ,  0 )  I  PB ( ,  0 ) ;

(53)

out
SNRGR
Tr{E S B H R S B}

.
in
SNRGR
Tr{B H B}

We are interested in how the SNR gain of the subspace GR beamformer is varied with the signal angular spread. Note that

rC is the rank of C.
The GR output statistic possessing CFAR properties is given by
L ( X)


BB H  0.25 4 I  [ 4 4 I  ES R S (  )]1
 Vr {0.25 4 I  [4 4 I  ES Λ r ]1}VrH  Vr DVrH ,

(58)

Tr{2S H Pa ( ) XH1  XH1 Pa( ) ( XH1 ) H  Pa ( ) Q}

max

ˆ g2 (

where

  , 0 )

( 0.5 , 0.5 )

D  0.25 n4 I  [4 n4 I  ES Λ r ]1 .

(54)
where Pa ( ) is the projection matrix on a( ) . The im-

out
SNRGR
Tr{D Λ r }


in
Tr{D}
SNRGR

C( ,  0 ) and null projection matrix PB ( ,0 )



out
SNRGR
P

.
in
r
SNRGR

5 Performance Analysis: Known
Parameters
SNR gain is defined as the ratio of the SNR at the radar sensor array GR output to the SNR at the radar
sensor array GR input. For point sources, SNR gain
depends on the number of sensors. For a linear array
withP sensors SNR gain is equal toP.We derive SNR
gain for the subspace beamformers. The subspace
GR beamformer output takes the following form:
z k  2S H BB H xHk 1  xHk 1 BB H (xHk 1 ) H  ηk BB H ηkH .
(55)

5.2 Receiver operating characteristics (ROC)

Let the GR output SNR can be presented as the
ratio between the average signal and average background noise powers at the beamformer output

We derive the analytical expression for pdfs under
two hypotheses H0 andH1 . By  M2 ( z ) and f M (z ) we
denote the central Chi-squared distribution with M
degrees of freedom and the pdf of the central Chisquared distribution with M degrees of freedom, respectively. Log-likelihood ratios at the hypotheses
H0 andH1 can be represented by sum of quadratic
forms in complex Gaussian random variables

Tr{B H E[S k S kH ]B} Tr{E S B H R S B}

Tr{B H E[Q]B}
Tr{B H R  R H B}
ES Tr{ES B H R S B}

.
 2 Tr{B H R  R H B}

(56)

L ( X,H0 )  BB H Q   XHH0 BB H XH0

The GR input SNR is defined as ES /  n2 .The SNR

E-ISSN: 2224-2864

(61)

This result shows that the SNR gain for the subspace GR beamformer not only depends on the number of sensors P but on source angular spread 
through the subspace rank r as well. It is a monotone decreasing function of r. The following can be
concluded as two special cases:
1) in the point source case   0 or R S  aa H ,
we get the SNR gain equal to P;
2) in the case   180 or R S  I ,we get the unit SNR gain.

5.1 SNR gain versus angular spread



r

i1 i2 [1  SNR  i ]1 .
r
i1 i [1  SNR  i ]1

(60)
For simplicity, we assume that the dominant eigenvalues are approximately equal, i.e. i  P / r , i 
1,  , r .This approximation is certainly not very accurate, but it reveals some insights of the SNR gain
behaviour. Therefore, we obtain

are constructed accordingly.
Step 2: The GR output is evaluated based on
(52) for every angle  .
Step 3: The largest value of L (X, {i ,  i } )
is selected.

out
SNRGR


(59)

Then, the SNR gain is defined as

plementation of this GR type involves three steps.
 Step 1: For every angle  , we construct a
projection matrix Pa ( ) . The subspace



(57)
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N

r

  η Hk R 01 ηk   ξ kH R 01ξ k
k 1

k 1

r
 r

     j | v Hj η k |2    j | v Hj ξ k |2  ;
 j 1

k 1 
j 1

0 

N

(62)

L ( X,H1 )  2S H R S XH1  BB H Q  XHH1 BB H XH1
N

N

N

k 1

k 1

k 1

  S kH ( R 01  R11 )S k   η Hk R 01η k   ξ kH R 01ξ k

Utilizing the Jacobean transformation, we can
show that the pdf of detection statistics L ( X,Hi ) is

r
    j | v Hj S k |2
k 1 
 j 1

defined by |  i |1 f M i ( zi i1 ) . Note that the absolute


   j | v Hj ηk |2    j | v Hj ξ k |2  ;
j 1
j 1

r

sign can be ignored because  i is a positive number.
This leads to an approximation of the probability of
false alarm

(63)

where  j are nonzero eigenvalues of the matrix BB H

PAF 

and v j are the associated eigenvectors.
Thus, we can write
N

PD 

(64)

k 1 j 1

where the scaling factor  i and the degrees of freedom M i are given by

(72)

For a fixed level of false alarm rate, we have a
closed-form expression of the probability of detection
1
PD  1  FM1 [ 0 FM 0 (1  PFA )  1 ] .
(74)

2

1 r

  ij 
 i 0 j 1 
, M i  2N  1 r  .
  ij2

(70)

is the probability distribution function of Chi-squared random variable with M degrees of freedom and
FM1 (u ) is the inverse probability distribution function.
The probability of false alarm PAF and the probability of detection PD of quadratic form L ( X,Hi ) can
be written as
 PFA  1  FM 0 (u ) ;
(73)

 PD  1  FM1 ( 0u  1 ) .

(65)

Chi-squared random variable, or L ( X,Hi ) ~  i  M2 i ,

(66)

Computer simulation demonstrates that the analytical result (the lines) is matched with the Monte
Carlo simulation result (the markers) quite well for
different number of measurements, signal angular
spreads, and false alarm rates. The asymptotic performance of the probability of detection PD as N is

i 0 j 1

Plugging (65) into (66), we obtain
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f M1 ( z )dz ,

u

As an extension of the results in [37] and [38]
from real to complex numbers, the quadratic form
L ( X,Hi ) is distributed approximately as the scaled

i 0 j 1

g

0

where  j are the eigenvalues of R S .

  ij

1

FM (u )   f M ( z ) dz

  j 0  E S  j ( ES  j  4 )

4
  j1  0.25ES  j  ,

 j  1,  , r

i  0 j 1
1 r

0

Let

4 1
,


i 



( / ) K

(71)

j  1,  , r} are the r real nonzero weights. More
precisely,

 

(69)

f M i (u )  0.50.5 M i [(0.5M i )]1 u 0.5 M i 1 exp{0.5u} .

nce complex Gaussian random variables and { ji ,

2
ij

f M 0 ( z )dz

g

where the pdf is given by

where z jik are independent zero mean and unit varia-

r



K

and the probability of detection
r

L ( X,Hi )    ji | z jik |2 , i  0, 1

1

2

j 1

N

r

2

 r SNRin j 
 SNRin  4 2 
j
n 
 j 1
 ;
,
M

2
N
0
r
2
r
in
in
SNR 
 SNR  j 
 SNRin j  4j  n2

in
2
 SNR  j 4 n 
j 1
j 1 
(67)
in r
2
SNR
2 NP
.
(68)
1 
2j , M 1  r

2
4 n P j 1
2
j

SNRin
  SNRin j 4j n2 
j 1
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sufficiently large can also be obtained in that the
Chi-squared pdf with M degrees of freedom tends to
become a Gaussian normal pdf with mean M and
variance 2M . If M is sufficiently great in magnitude
FM (u )  [u  M (2 M ) 0.5 ] ,

roach. With this assumption, we have M 0  2 Nr ,
M 1  2 Nr . Let v  2 Nr denotes the degrees of freedom, and after some transformations, we get

(75)

RSNR 

where
u

 (u )   (2 ) 0.5 exp{0.5u 2 }du .


We obtain
 0

1
  M 0  2 M 0  (1  PFA )  M 1 
PD  1    1
.
2M 1




(77)



out
SNRGR
Fv1 (1  PFA )

N

.
in
SNRGR
Fv1 (1  PD )  1

(81)

The quantity RSNR that is a function of (v, PD ,
PFA ) can be easily evaluated by numerical method.
For the fixed probability of false alarm PFA , Fig.2
depicts the RSNR for different values of degrees of
freedom v and the probability of detection PD . To eliminate the effect of size of the linear array, we multiply the RSNR by array size P. It is easy to see that
the normalized RSNR, e.g. P  RSNR is a quantity
that depends on the degrees of freedom v, the probability of detection PD , and the probability of false alarm PFA . This observation indicates that although
the increase of the angular spread causes a reduction
of the SNR gain, it changes the distribution of the
detection statistics by increasing its degrees of freedom.

5.3 Required SNR (RSNR)
The ROC describes behaviour of the probability of
detection PD as a function of the SNR that changes
the given probability of false alarm PFA . To compare
different GR performance it is sometimes convenient to define a scalar performance measure, rather
than to use the entire ROC curve.
We define the RSNR as the SNR needed to produce the probability of target detection at a given false
alarm rate. Another quantity of interest is the GR
output SNR required to achieve the same target probability of detection PD for the fixed probability of
false alarm PFA . From (67) and (68) we obtain
1
1 FM1 (1  PFA )
 1
.
 0 FM 0 (1  PD )

(80)

and the quantity RSNR is given as

(76)

RSNR 



F 1 (1  PFA )

 v1
2 P Fv (1  PD )  1

(78)

Simplification leads us to
2

 r SNRin j 
 SNRin  4 2 
j
n 
FM11 (1  PFA )
 j 1
P

RSNR  r
 r
 1
.
2
FM 0 (1  PD )
2
 SNRin j 

 j   SNRin j 4 n2 
j 1
j 1
(79)
Figure 2. Normalized RSNR versus degrees of freedom

The general behaviour of the quantity RSNR depends on eigenvalues, which has certain distributions [38]. Equation (75) is quite complicated. To gain some insights of this quantity, we look at the case
where all the principal eigenvalues of R S are approximately equal, i.e. i    P / r , i  1,, r . This approximation is certainly not accurate but serves for
simplicity purposes to illustrate the performance of
RSNR as the degrees of freedom changes. A more
accurate result may be obtained by a numerical app-
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v  [1,50] at various PD ; PFA  10 3 .

Figure 2 also explains the different behaviour of
detection performance presented in Figs. 3 and 4.
GR operating in a meaningful detection range requires a great in magnitude the target probability of detection PD . In this case, the RSNR performance improves as the degrees of freedom increase to a certain
point, and then, it starts dropping. Large N or large
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angular spread gives rise to an asymptotic performance of the RSNR. As the degrees of freedom become
great in magnitude, either due to a large number of
measurements or large angular spread, the detection
performance degrades, but the degradation is not significant.

whose degrees of freedom are affected by both the
angular spread and the number of measurements.Alternative way to look this phenomenon is to study
the RSNR versus the angular spread. Figure 3 demonstrates a superiority of GLRT GR employment in
comparison with the conventional beamformer.

6 Numerical Results
We present computer simulations to illustrate the
analytical performance results discussed above. We
consider a uniform linear array with P sensors and
half wavelength spacing. The array manifold is given by
T

2 ( P 1)
j
d sin  
 j 2 d sin 
a( )  1, e 
,, e 
 ,



(82)

where  is the target return signal wavelength, d 
0.5 is the element spacing, and  is the azimuth angle. We find that is convenient to normalize the angular spread by the array beam width [39].We assign
P  20 . Thus, the beam width of this linear array is
equal to 6.03 . We assume that the source is located
at 20 relative to the broadside of the array. Throughout the simulation, PFA  10 3 and PD  0.8. We are
interested in the case if there are a few snapshots available for detection. In the simulation, we investigate the cases where N  1 and N  20 , respectively.
More detailed discussion about detection by multiple measurements can be found in [40].

Figure 3. PD versus SNR; all parameters are known; the
number of sensors P  20 .

Figure 4 shows the behaviour of the SNR gain as
a function of the angular spread. The SNR gain plot
decreases monotonically from 17 to 5 dB as the angular spread increases from   0 to   360. GR

6.1 Parameters are known – ROC, RSNR,
and SNR gain
Figure 3 depicts the probability of detection PD for
different values of angular spreads  , the probability of false alarm PFA , and number of measurements
N. We can see both the analytical results using the
formulas presented earlier and the Monte Carlo trial
results. We note that there exists a very good match
between two sets of results. We notice that the behaviour of the probability of detection PD curves is quite different when multiple measurements are used in
comparison with that of the single measurement detection.
For a single measurement, N  1 there is a crossover point of ROC curves for different angular spreads. We observe that as the angular spread increases
from 0 to 30 , the detection performance improves
up to a point, and then, it starts decreasing. If multiple measurements are used, the detection performance drops as the angular spread increases. This phenomenon is due to the change of the pdf shape,
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Figure 4. SNR gain versus normalized angular spread for
an array with p  20 sensors.

output RSNR shows a performance improvement caused by the GR output statistics pdf change as the
angular spread increases. As the angular spread and
the effective rank of the GR subspace increases, the
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ar spread  the maximal value of likelihood functi-

detection statistics pdf becomes a Gaussian distribution. Once the pdf is sufficiently close to Gaussian
one, no more improvement occurs. The RSNR plot,
which is the difference of these two plots, is decreased up to a point and increased afterwards.

on. Searching is carried out over the range  90  

 90 and 0     0 , where  0 is set to be 60 .
Figures 6 and 7 depict the probability of detection PD and RSNR versus angular spread for different
detectors with single measurement, i.e. N  1 . The
results show that when the angular spread is small
there is a little difference between the GLRT GR
and GR beamformer because the source is appeared
to be a point-like source. The main beam of the GR
beamformer is able to capture all the energy coming
fro the source.

6.2 Detection with angular spread mismatch
We examine the effects of angular spread mismatch
on GR performance. In Fig. 5, the upper plot depicts
the SNR gain loss factor defined as the ratio of the
SNR gain for a subspace GR beamformer using an
incorrect angular spread to that of a beamformer that
uses the correct angular spread of 20 . This is due to

Figure 6. PD versus normalized angular spread; the number of measurement is N  1, SNR  2dB, PFA  10 3 .
Figure 5. RSNR and SNR gain loss factor versus assumed
angular spread when there is an angular mismatch; the
number of sensors P  20; the angular spread   20 .

the fact that the GR background noise power projected on the detector subspace is proportional to the
effective rank of subspace that increases with the assumed angular spread. The lower plot depicts RSNR
loss factor as the assumed angular spread changes.
GR with the correct angular spread has the best performance. The conventional beamformer detector
assumed a zero angular spread and experienced a
loss of approximately 7 dB in this case.

6.3 Detection performance versus angular
spread
At the fixed probability of false alarm PFA  10 3 we
study the probability of detection PD . GLRT GR detector searches over ranges of direction  and angul-
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Figure 7. RSNR versus normalized angular spread; the
number of measurement is N  1, PD  0.8, PFA  10 3 .
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Actually, the GLRT GR has slightly worse performance than that of the GR beamformer due to the
excessive search which results in an increase of detection threshold. As the angular spread gets larger,
the performance of both GLRT GR and GR beamormer degrades. The degradation of GR beamformer

ments N  20 are used. We compare the probability
of detection PD and RSNR when the parameters are
unknown (see subsections 4.2 and 4.3) at N  20 data snapshots.
We see that the detection performance is appeared to be quite different than at N  1 . If N  20 , as
the angular spread increases, the detection performance degrades monotonically. This observation suggests that large degrees of freedom caused either by
multiple measurements or by a large angular spread,
bring down the detection performance. The GR beamformer detection performance degrades faster in
comparison with GLRT GR one. Simulation results
in Figs. 8 and 9 also demonstrate the better GLRT
GR and GR beamformer performance in comparison
with conventional beamformers as the angular spread increases

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we studied the GLRT GR and GR beamformer for spatially distributed signal sources The
analysis and computer simulation demonstrate that
the GR performance is better in comparison with conventional beamformer one that are designed for point sources. The performance difference increases as
angular spread increases.

Figure 8. PD versus normalized angular spread; the number of measurements is N  20, SNR  8dB, PFA  10 3 .

is much more significant than that of GLRT GR. In
the case of large angular spread the GLRT GR demonstrates the better probability of detection PD in
comparison with the GR beamformer.
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